Investigating the Importance of First Impressions and Explainable AI with Interactive Video Analysis
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Abstract
We present research on how the perception of intelligent systems can be influenced by early experiences of machine performance, and how explainability potentially helps users develop an accurate understanding of system capabilities. Using a custom video analysis system with AI-assisted activity recognition, we studied whether presenting explanatory information for system outputs affects user perception of the system. In this experiment, some participants encountered AI weaknesses early, while others encountered the same limitations later in the study. The difference in ordering had a significant impact on user understanding of the system and the ability to detect AI strengths and weaknesses, and the addition of explanations was not enough to counteract the strong effects of early impressions. The results demonstrate the importance of first impressions with intelligent systems and motivate the need for improved methods of intervention to combat automation bias.
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Introduction
Intelligent systems incorporate machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms to help their users with certain tasks and the decision-making process [3, 14, 16]. However, users of such systems often find it hard to understand how such systems work, why they are showing certain behaviors and outputs, and what they are trying to achieve. In an attempt to solve this problem, researchers propose adding explanations to these algorithms.

Explanations can be used in different contexts and have different scopes. Local explanations aim to explain and justify a system’s rationale at the output-level, i.e., they explain why each output is generated [8, 12, 9]. Global explanations, on the other hand, aim to explain how a model works from a higher level, for instance, by visualizing the layers in a neural network [9, 1, 7]. As global explanations aim to represent a model as a whole, they might show both system strengths and weaknesses at the same time, with the goal of helping users build a more accurate mental model of the system. However, in practice, it is not always feasible to provide global explanations [1]. Explainable system designers, therefore, use local explanations, which allow users to build an appropriate mental model of the system by gaining experience with the system over time. As a result, the order through which users encounter system outputs can play an important role in how accurate their final mental model of the system will be.

Related to ordering, prior research has demonstrated that primacy effects can influence how impressions are formed [2, 5]. Studies showed that participants who receive positive information first tend to focus on more positive features when describing a context [15]. In a recent study, Rey et al. [11] found strong evidence that order through which output is retrieved in a comparison with large amounts of information influences human’s decision-making process, even when the number of negative and positive features are similar. In a human-robot interaction study, Xu and Howard [20] showed that users trust a robot more when the robot provides correct advice in the beginning. This phenomenon has been studied by researchers from different communities and under different names, such as anchoring bias [17, 18, 4, 19].

In this paper, we present a user study with an open-ended task scenario involving video analysis with an AI activity recognition system. We tested how the order of the observed weaknesses and strengths can affect users mental model and task-performance with an explainable intelligent system. The results show that first impressions with a system can significantly affect user’s task-error and perception of the system accuracy. In the tested context, the addition of explanations was not enough to counteract the strong effects of early impressions.

Method
In this experiment, we aimed to study how the addition of explanations and a user’s first impression of an XAI (i.e., eXplainable AI) system would affect their task performance and mental model of the system. We hypothesized that the presence of explanations would increase user task performance while communicating the competencies and limitations of the AI system. We also expected that encountering more system weaknesses early on would lead to less confidence in, and less reliance on the outputs of an XAI system compared to early experiences demonstrating reliable system performance.

XAI System and User Task
The XAI system was trained to identify activities in cooking videos from the TACoS Multi-level dataset [10]. Figure 2
Figure 2: An overview of the interface after a user queried for videos in which “Onion is being peeled at any location”.

Table 1: Number of participants in each condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>With Exp</th>
<th>No Exp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

shows the system’s user interface for the study. More details about the training and model are available in an earlier workshop paper [13], while the current paper presents an updated system interface and a new user study.

To assess a user’s mental model of the XAI system, participants first need to build a mental model by interacting with the system over time. Thus, we designed an experimental task where participants were given a set of 30 videos, each tagged with a day of the week (Monday to Friday). They were further given nine kitchen policies (e.g., “Employees must not use pineapples more than three days a week.”) and had to determine, through video review, whether each policy was followed by the employees or not.

To assist with this task, the XAI system allowed users to query certain combinations of actions, objects, and locations, i.e., an open-ended task. When users searched for a query, the system would show a list of videos that matched the query and a separate list for all other videos. For each video, the system showed a thumbnail of the video frame that is most relevant to the query, if any of the query com-
ponents were found. Otherwise, the thumbnail showed the middle frame of the video.

Figure 2 shows the interface of our system. The rules and policies button in the top left showed the policies a participant was asked to verify. Participants could select an action, object and location from the three drop-down lists at the top to query the system. For the depicted query [Peel + Onion + Any location], the system returned 10 matching videos and 20 non-matching videos. Clicking the green button below a video opened the video player with that video for further explanations on why the clicked video was categorized as a hit or not. Figure 3 shows an example of this detail view. The system highlights time segments of the video relevant to the system’s answer for the query. Upon clicking each of these segments, the system showed the top three combinations of components detected together and the individually detected components with a confidence rating.

Study Design
To test our hypotheses, the study followed a 2x2 between-subjects design with two independent variables: (1) policy order and (2) explanation presence.

Of the nine kitchen policies, the policy order factor determined if participants saw system strengths or weaknesses early in the study. Four of the policies asked about activities the system correctly classified (strengths) while four policies focused on activities that the system often returned superfluous incorrect positive matches or failed to match a policy’s counterexample. In addition, one easy-to-confirm policy was consistently used as an attention check since participants were unsupervised for their task.

As a separate experimental factor, explanation presence determined if a participant saw explanations or not. While all the participants saw the same set of policies and main interface as seen in Figure 2, participants in the no explanation conditions only observed the video player and query information upon clicking on a video thumbnail (Figure 3a and 3b), while those with explanation saw the explanations as well (Figure 3c, 3d, 3e). To avoid learning effects across conditions, the 2x2 study was conducted between subjects (i.e., a total of four conditions where each participant completed one condition). Participants were randomly assigned to one of the four conditions at the beginning of the study before the main task.

Participants and Procedure
We recruited 120 university students to participate in our study, of which 114 passed the attention check. Table 1 shows the number of participants across conditions. Participants generally completed the experiment in a single, one-hour session and were asked to use the custom web application on their personal laptop or desktop computer (the interface components for the main task are shown in Figures 2 and 3).
system’s ability to detect certain components (objects, actions, and locations) in the videos.

Results
In this section, we describe the measures in the study and the analysis. For each metric, we performed an independent two-way factorial ANOVA.

User-Task Performance
To address our first hypothesis regarding user-task performance, we collected the total time spent on the policy-review task and the number of falsely answered policies. For data cleaning from the online study, we removed any period of inactivity longer than five minutes, which were found through the interaction logs. While the two-way ANOVA did not show a significant effect for the presence of explanations, participants who observed system weaknesses first had significantly less error in their answers to the policy questions than participants who encountered system strengths first, with $F(1,106) = 6.55, p < 0.05$. No evidence of an interaction effect between explanation presence and policy order was observed. Additionally, no significant effects were observed on completion time. Figures 4 and 5 show the distribution of these results across the conditions.

Perceived Component Accuracy
After participants finished the policy-review task, they provided estimates of the AI’s detection accuracy for a given set of components from the videos. We chose 9 components (8 components explicitly mentioned in the policies and 1 that was not), and participants separately estimated the detection accuracy for each as a percentage. Furthermore, they were asked to indicate their confidence in each of their estimations (low or high confidence). We selected the components so that five corresponded to system weaknesses (low AI accuracy) and four for detection strengths (high AI accuracy).

For the analysis purposes, we used the error of the average for both weaknesses and strengths for each participant separately, i.e., two metrics per participants. A similar approach was used for the confidence scores. For system weaknesses, the statistical tests did not indicate significant effects for accuracy or confidence. For the system strengths, however, participants who observed weaknesses first were shown to underestimate the system’s accuracy significantly more than participants who saw strengths first, with $F(1,106) = 6.24, p < 0.05$. Additionally, participants who observed weaknesses early on were significantly less confident about their estimations compared to those who saw strengths early, with $F(1,106) = 3.94, p < 0.05$. No evidence was found of any effect of explanation presence on perception of accuracy. Figures 6 and 7 show the distribution of these results across the conditions.

Usage of Explanations
Finally, at the end of the study and only for the participants with explanations, we asked them to report how useful they found each of the explanation types (Figure 3c, 3d, and 3e) on a 5-point Likert scale. To run a more accurate analysis based on these three explanation types and policy order, we defined explanation type as a new independent variable, and then, performed a two-way independent ANOVA on explanation usage. The results show participants who encountered weaknesses first used system explanations significantly less than participants who encountered strengths first, with $F(1,156) = 4.76, p < 0.05$.

Discussion
Our goal for this research was to explore the effects of explanation presence and order of encountering system
weaknesses and strengths on user mental model and task performance in an intelligent system. According to the study results, participants who observed weaknesses first were able to complete the task with less error than those who saw strengths first. This indicates that first impressions of an intelligent system could lead to an effect of automation bias [6], a situation in which users rely on and favor the outputs of an automated system in a decision-making scenario over other contradictory information. Participants who saw strengths first were more susceptible to relying on the system’s answers even when they were incorrect. This aligns with previous research on primacy effects [2, 11], in that the user’s first impression of the system dictates their level of reliance on its abilities.

The primacy effect appeared to also be present in the participants’ interpretations of the system accuracy. We expected participants to underestimate the accuracies of system strengths that were relatively high (each above 92%). However, participants in weak-first conditions underestimated the accuracy of system strengths significantly more compared to their counterparts. Even while observing system strengths, it appears that their initial impressions of the system led them to believe these components were weak as well.

Experiencing a positive first impression seems to lead participants to rely on the system’s outputs, even at the times the system is not correct. This observation can be explained by the automation bias, which can cause larger error during the decision-making process, as backed up by our results. On the other hand, more reliance on the system also increased the usage of system explanations and allowed for a better judgement of the system strengths. From another perspective, a negative first impression prevents users from relying on the system outputs, creating an insufficient understanding of the system capabilities and reducing the usage of explanations. However, in cases of AI detection failures, these participants were not misled by the system outputs and were less prone to error caused by automation bias.

Overall, these findings highlight the importance of first impressions for users interacting with explainable AI systems, as first impressions (good or bad) can affect a user’s behaviors with the system. A positive first impression might invoke automation bias, while a bad first impression could cause a loss of reliance or a weaker, less accurate mental model.

When users have freedom of choice and models are imperfect, designers will not have control of a user’s first impression with an intelligent system. Therefore, future research is needed to further investigate approaches to continually direct user attention to system strengths and weaknesses throughout user-system interactions. The strength of first impressions motivates the need for improved methods of intervention to combat automation bias, help users develop an accurate understanding of AI capabilities, and develop an appropriate level of trust in intelligent systems.
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